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Effective depth and muon flux in eDULs
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Overburden characteristic 
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Fig. 1 Mountain profile along the path of the railroad tunnel. The distances are given from the Hall A of LAB2400, marked as a large dot at
x = 0 m. The positive direction is towards France. The blue dotted line indicates the elevation of the floor level at the LSC

Fig. 2 Slant depth as a function of the projection angle along the plane
defined by the railroad tunnel. The black line corresponds to the view
from LAB2400. The red line, from LAB2500. The positive angles are in
the SSE direction (towards France). The negative, in the NNW direction
(towards Spain)

Fig. 3 Schematic view of the Muon Monitor. It consisted of 22 SC16
units. Each SC16 has 16 individual scintillator pixels, rendered in blue.
The case of SC16 is outlined in grey. The dimensions are in mm

2 Experimental setup

The measurements were performed with a Muon Monitor
(MM) assembled especially for that purpose. It consisted of
an array of 352 individual scintillator pixels arranged in 3
layers, as shown in Fig. 3. The active volume of one scintil-
lator pixel was 122!122!30 mm3. The key building block
of the MM setup was a SC16 module housing 16 individual
scintillators/pixels in one sturdy steel box, 120 mm thick,
500 !500 mm2 at the base. The top and bottom layers of the
MM were made of 9 SC16 elements each. The flux-defining
middle layer was made of 4 SC16 units and had the active

area of 0.95 m2. The maximum detectable zenith angle for
this configuration was approximately 80".

The SC16 detectors were originally designed and con-
structed for the EMMA experiment [23] in the Pyhäsalmi
mine in Finland. The time resolution is around 1.5 ns [23].
The intrinsic detection efficiency of SC16 for muons is 100%.
It means that only muons traversing less than the nominal
3 cm thickness of the active layer may avoid detection. The
acceptance of the MM is thus defined by the geometry shown
in Fig. 3. The measured total efficiency of a single layer of
SC16s, accounting for the gaps between the scintillator pix-
els, is 98%. For a three-layer coincidence event, the efficiency
is 94%. The energy threshold was set at around 2 MeV. For
comparison, a muon traversing the 3 cm thickness of a sin-
gle scintillator layer, generates a signal of around 6 MeV. To
generate a valid trigger, at least one pixel in each layer had to
register an event with energy above 2 MeV. A typical trigger
rate was around 20 triple-layer coincidences per hour.

Throughout the acquisition period all detector pixels
remained active and the electronics operated in a stable way.
As a result, the overall data quality is very good. In the Hall
A the data were recorded from September 2013 till Octo-
ber 2015. The effective acquisition time was 584 days. In
LAB2500 the measurements took place from October 2015
till March 2018 with the effective acquisition time of 569
days. The exact position of the MM at both locations is shown
in Fig. 4.

The angular resolution of the MM is a function of both
the zenith angle (shown in Fig. 5) and the azimuth angle
(shown in Fig. 6). The dependence from ! comes from the
square shape of the scintillator pixels yielding slightly better
resolution when the azimuth angle is aligned with the sides
of the scintillator squares and not with the diagonal direc-
tions. The " dependence comes from the fact that at larger
zenith angles the projected pixel footprint gets smaller. For
the numerical assessment of the angular resolution we have
used a Monte Carlo approach. The firing pattern of the pix-
els from a simulated muon was reconstructed and the angu-
lar difference between the simulated and the extracted muon
directions were compared. As the distributions were not a
perfect Gauss curves, we have used the root mean square
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LSC: mountain profile

Rock overburden = 750 m, about 2 km w.e.
Effective overburden from muon flux measurement (Eur. Phys. J C, 79, 2019) is
about 1.5 km w.e.

Effective overburden can be optimized against the mountain profile

LAB2500LAB2400



Muon flux angular dependence
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Fig. 7 Muon intensity measured in LAB2400 (left) and in LAB2500 (right) plotted as a function of the azimuth and zenith angle. The maxima
measured around ! = 40! and " = 150! point towards the Rioseta valley

space for the given pixel sequence. The result is a smooth
distribution with no detectable artefacts or remanences of
the original pixelization. As expected, for both locations the
maximum flux is observed from the direction of the Rioseta
valley, around the zenith angle of ! = 40! and the azimuth
angle of " = 150!.

3.1 Consistency check

By combining the efficiency-corrected angular distribution
of the muon flux from Fig. 7 with the satellite data on the
shape of the terrain shown in Fig. 2, one can correlate the flux
arriving from the given direction with the slant depth along
that path. The cut along the railroad was selected for historical
reasons and because it exhibits the most extreme variation in
the slant depth. The outcome is plotted in Fig. 8. To obtain a
similar result without muon tracking would require a series
of measurements at multiple locations of different depth.

It has been pointed out [27,28] that, for the overburden
values comparable to LSC, there is a simple relation between
depth and muon intensity:

I (x) " A
!
X0

x

"#

e# x
X0 (1)

where, according to [28], fits to the existing data show A =
(2.15±0.08)$10#6 cm#2s#1sr#1, # = 1.93+0.20

#0.12 and X0 =
1155+60

#30 m.w.e.
The authors of [29] propose a different semi-empirical

relation:

I (x) "
#
I1e#x/$1 + I2e#x/$2

$
(2)

Fig. 8 Muon intensity as a function of slant depth. The blue circles
were measured at LAB2400 and the red squares, at LAB2500. The error
bars represent 5% uncertainty in the projected thickness determination
from the satellite data and the 4% systematic error of the measured
intensity. The best fit using (1) yielded the average rock density of
2.67 g/cm3 (dashed curve), while (2) yielded 2.73 g/cm3 (dotted curve)

where, fits to the existing data show I1 = (8.60 ±
0.53) $ 10#6 cm#2s#1sr#1, I2 = (0.44 ± 0.06) $
10#6 cm#2s#1sr#1, $1 = (450 ± 10) m.w.e. and $2 =
(870 ± 20) m.w.e.

As a consistency check we have fitted both formulae to the
data points from Fig. 8. The slant depth, expressed in meters
of water equivalent (m.w.e.) in (1) and (2), was converted into
meters of rock by dividing it by a free parameter representing
rock density. The best fit with (1) yielded the average density
of 2.67 g/cm3 (dashed curve) and 2.73 g/cm3 (dotted curve)
with (2). Both values are within 1% from the expected density
of limestone (2.7 g/cm3) that is the dominant component of
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Angular dependence measured
at LSC vs zenith and azimuth
angles

Maximum intensity points towards
Riosetta valley

Cosmic muons data for LNGS:
MACRO and Borexino



Some features for eDULs
LNGS LSC Boulby LSM Callio

Lab
Baksan

Date of creation 1987 2010 1989 1982 1995 1967

Personnel 106 15 8 13 13 240

Surface 
U/S [m2]

17000/
95000

1600/
2550

1700/
400

400 220 1600/
10000

Volume
[m3]

180000 10000 7200 3500 1000
lower level

23000

Rock overburden 
[m]

1400 750 1100 1700 1440 1700

Access
[V or H]

H H V H V / drive on 
incline

H

Makeup
Air [m3/h]

35000-
60000

20000 300 5500 3600 1440

Air change/day 5-8 48 24 38 7 _

Muon flux
[m/m2/s]

2.8 10-4 4.8 10-3 4 10-4 4 10-5 1 10-4 3 10-5

Radon
[Bq/m3]

80 100 ~3 15 70 40

Cleanliness Only in sectors Only in 
sectors

10000 ISO9 Only in 
sectors

Only in sectors6



Structure of underground facilities

Ê Monolithic: 
Ê LNGS with multiple Halls (3 x 36,000 m3)
Ê Boulby
Ê LSM

Ê Distributed:
Ê LSC with LAB2400 and LAB2500 + train tunnel
Ê Baksan
Ê CallioLab (multi-level structure inside the mine)

Ê Smaller and shallower facilities
Ê A number of underground installations are spread in Europe
Ê Interactions with main DULs activities
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Layout and research projects at LNGS
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The LNGS Laboratory

1400 m
3800 m.w.e.

• 1400 m (3800 m.w.e. 
vertical depth) under 
mountain profile

• Und. surface: 17,800 m2

• Und. volume: 180,000 m3

• Surface and underground 
facilities

• Radon in underground 
~100 Bq/m3 with 5-8 air 
change/day

• Easy access to 
underground through 
highway tunnel

New LB facility in 2020



Science at LNGS
Ê Neutrino astrophysics

• Borexino (solar neutrinos, geo-neutrinos, and supernova neutrinos)
• LVD (supernova neutrinos)

Ê Nuclear astrophysics
• LUNA (nuclear processes of interest for astrophysics)

Ê Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay (DBD): (A,Z)à (A,Z+2) + 2e- + 2n
• GERDA with 76Ge (35.8 kg of 88% enriched Ge) àLEGEND-200 (>2021)
• CUORE with 130Te (206 kg of 130Te) 
• CUPID (R&D with bolometer with particle identification, 100Mo(LSC,LSM), 82Se(LNGS), 130Te)

Ê Dark Matter (DM): c + N à c + N 
• Xenon-Nt with xenon TPC in 2020 (+ 5ton wrt previous set-up)
• DarkSide-50 (DarkSide-20k after 2023) with underground argon TPC
• CRESST with tungsten-based bolometers
• COSINUS with NaI bolometer (after 2021)
• DAMA/LIBRA and SABRE (prototype stage)
• DARWIN: LoI to be deployed inside Borexino Water Tank

Ê R&D for rare events search and biology in low radiation environments
• we just finished a Workshop on biology in DULs: DULIAbio https://agenda.infn.it/event/19116/

Aldo Ianni, NNN1910
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CUORE

GERDA

Xenon
DarkSide-50



NOA @ LNGS

o The European Union has established a program to improve the economy of 
“poor” regional areas by supporting new technologies and advanced training

o In this framework, NOA was born in 2018 with an initial budget of 10 M€ 
(equipment) and 3M€ (personnel – MasterPlan) 

o Mission
• Make a new and innovative infrastructure for photosensors based on 

SiPM
• SiPM wafer produced by LFoundry
• Users: DarkSide, CTA, NUSES
• Possible interests from CMS and JUNO

o Reinforce the ICP-MS facility and Advance Machining at LNGS

Aldo Ianni, NNN1912



NOA packaging and assembling radon-
free clean room

Ê A 400 m2 radon-free clean room being built on surface at
LNGS in 2020

Ê The clean room will host equipment to make SiPM based
photosensors

Ê The clean room will offer space for detector assembling in 
a radon-free environment

Aldo Ianni, NNN1913



NOA facility at LNGS
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Photosensors for DarkSide-20k

Ê One Photo Detector Module is made with 24 SiPMs

Ê 25 PDM makes a Mother Board unit

Ê DarkSide needs ~20 m2 equipped with SiPM produced by NOA

Aldo Ianni, NNN1915

LNGS 1 Apr  201919

Progress with photo-electronics 

The first motherboard (MB): 25 PDMs each hosting  24 low field single doping SiPMs 

24/25 PDM’s worked properly, the 25th PDM showed a broken bond, just repaired

a PDM

LNGS 1 Apr  201919

Progress with photo-electronics 

The first motherboard (MB): 25 PDMs each hosting  24 low field single doping SiPMs 

24/25 PDM’s worked properly, the 25th PDM showed a broken bond, just repaired

a PDM

PDM MB



Laboratory structure at LSC
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LSC Underground Layout
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Scientific program at LSC: highlights

Ê NEXT: DBD with 136Xe in high pressure TPC
• 10kg propotype under measurement
• 100kg detecor expected by the end of 2020

Ê CROSS: DBD bolometer with 100Mo (demonstrator)

Ê ANAIS: DM annual modulation search with NaI in data 
taking with 112kg

Ê ArDM into DArT: LAr TPC as support facility for DarkSide-
20k  to measure 39Ar depletion down to 10-5

Ê Geophysics (70m laser strainmeter) and biology

Aldo Ianni, NNN1918
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    LSC EXPERIMENTS: DELIVERING



Laboratory structure at Modane
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hSp://www.lsm.in2p3.fr	
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Depth:	4800	m.w.e.	
	
Surface::	400	m2	
	
Volume	:	3500	m3	

	
Muon	flux:	4	10-5	µ.m-2.s-1	
	
Neutrons:	
Fast	flux:	4	10-2	n.m-2.s-1	
Thermal	flux:	1.6	10-2	
n.m-2.s-1	
	
Radon:	15	Bq/m3	
	

Access	:	horizontal	

LSM	and	the	numbers	

For LSM site: 
Budget (full cost): 1 M€/yr  
Staff:    3 Physicists 

        3 Engineers 
        7 Technicians 

International associated laboratory agreement with JINR Dubna (Russia) and  
        CTU Prague (Czech Republic) 

Ancien	
NEMO3	
(now	
SuperNEMO)	

EDELWEISS	III	



Scientific program at LSM: highlights

Ê SuperNEMO: DBD with 82Se 7kg in final commissioning, data taking in 2020

Ê CUPID-Mo: DBD bolometer with 100Mo (20 x 0.2 kg Li2MoO4)
• demontrator for CUPID in data taking
• data takig till summer 2020 to improve NEMO-3 limit (1024 yr)

Ê EDELWEISS-III: DM subGeV WIMPs search in demonstrating phase since early 2019 

Ê NEWS-G: gas spherical proportional counter for low mass WIMPs 1.4m diameter Cu 
sphere
• just completed data taking phase at LSC, moving to SNOlab

Ê DAMIC-M: after DAMIC at SNOlab with 50 10g CCDs
• deployment start late 2019

Ê R&D and biology

Aldo Ianni, NNN1921
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Boulby Underground Laboratory

Permian Evaporites

Factor ~106

reduction in 
cosmic ray flux
vs. surface

A QUIET place in the Universe

The UK’s deep underground 
science facility operating in a 
working polyhalite & salt mine.
1.1km depth (2805 mwe). With 
low background surrounding 
rock-salt

Operated by the UK’s Science 
& Technology Facilities 
Council (STFC) in partnership 
with the mine operators ICL

Polyhalite

Deepest mine 
in Britain

by S. Pauling
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Boulby laboratory
ISO7

23



Scientific program at Boulby: highlights

Ê DRIFT/CYGNUS: DM directional search

Ê BUGs: ultra-low background facility in support of LZ, SuperK, and 
DarkSide-20k

Ê ERSaB: environmental gamma spectroscopy

Ê Deep Carbon: muon tomography

Ê SELLR: life in low background radiation environment

Ê BISAL: geomicrobiology and astrobiology studies

Ê MINAR: space exporation technology development

Ê WATCHMAN (WATer Cherenkov Monitor of Antineutrinos)
Ê 6kt Gd-loaded detector expected in operation in 2024

Aldo Ianni, NNN1924
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Existing underground	multidisciplinary	research	
environments

• Physics:	LAB	1,	Main	level
• Biology	and	food	production:	LAB	2,	LAB	4
• Underground	information	modelling:	LAB	3
• Occupational	health	(iLighting):	Main	Level
• Geology	and	hydrogeology	studies:	LAB	2
• Microseismic	network:	all	over	the	mine
• MINETRAIN:	all	over	the	mine

www.calliolab.com

LAB	1

LAB	3

Main	level

LAB	4

LAB	2

Callio	Lab	is	a	unique underground	research
environment	in	Pyhäsalmi,	Finland.

It	is	one of	the corner stones of	CALLIO	– mine for	
business.	The aim of	CALLIO	Business	Concept is	to	
be economically feasible environment	for	all
activities.

Some	facts about Callio	Lab	(former CUPP)
• Flat overburden,	vertical depth 1440	m	(~4100	m.w.e)
• Access	via	incline (30min),	shaft (<3	min)
• 1	GB	LAN	access also underground
• Callio Lab	is	steered by the Kerttu	Saalasti	Institute	at	

the University of	Oulu,	Finland	(UO	KSI)
• A	special research infrastructure for	the Regional

Excellence research group of	UO	KSI.
• Extensive site investigation done during LAGUNA	DS:s,	

Characterisation of	underground	halls,	development of	
joint risk and	safety analysis is	on	going through Baltic	
Sea Underground	Innovation	Network	project.

On-going Feasibility	study Design	study

Callio	Lab	is	a	unique underground	research
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• 1	GB	LAN	access also underground
• Callio Lab	is	steered by the Kerttu	Saalasti	Institute	at	

the University of	Oulu,	Finland	(UO	KSI)
• A	special research infrastructure for	the Regional

Excellence research group of	UO	KSI.
• Extensive site investigation done during LAGUNA	DS:s,	

Characterisation of	underground	halls,	development of	
joint risk and	safety analysis is	on	going through Baltic	
Sea Underground	Innovation	Network	project.

On-going Feasibility	study Design	study
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Baltic	Sea Underground	Innovation	Network	
• aims	to	make	the	underground	laboratories	in	the	

Baltic	Sea	region	more	accessible	for	innovation,	
business	development	and	science	by	improving	the	
information	about	the	underground	laboratories,	the	
operation,	user	experiences	and	safety.

• helps underutilised underground	laboratories to	
develop their	operations,	risk identification and	
management,	marketing and	administration.

• Lead by Kerttu	Saalasti	Institute	at	the University of	
Oulu,	Finland

• 2017-2020,	a	3	M€,	3-year	Interreg Baltic	Sea Region
project

• 13	partners from 8	countries

www.bsuin.eu

BSUIN	-NETWORK



Laboratory structure at Baksan
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OGRAN’s hall

GGNT’s hall

Entrance

BUST’s hall

Low Bkg Lab1

     «НИКА»

Low Bkg Lab3

«DULB-4900»

Low Bkg Lab2 +  

Laser Interferom.

620 m – 1000 m w.e.

GeoPhys 

    Lab1GeoPhys 

    Lab2

4000 m

General view of underground objects of BNO

See V.V. Kuzmin, Eur. Phys. J Plus (2012) 127



Scientific program at Baksan: highlights

Ê BUST (Baksan Underground Scintillation Telescope)
• study of cosmic rays with surface and underground detectors
• gravitational ollapse supernova rate < 0.07/year (90% CL)

Ê GGNT (Gallium-Germanium Neutrino Telescope)
• Solar neutrinos observatory
• BEST (Baksan Experiment on Sterile Transitions) with 51Cr source (3.4 Mci) and 0.6-1m 

baseline

Ê LBR (Low Background Researches)
• Investigation of rare decay processes (DBD and DM)

Ê LGG (Laboratory for Geophysics)
• Geophysics and gravitational waves

Ê New: 
• cryogenic laboratory for bolometers (Mo-based DBD)
• long term: 5kt scale Borexino-like detector (prototype stage)

Aldo Ianni, NNN1928



CELLAR (Collaboration of European Low-
level underground LAboRatories)

Ê Goal: combine expertise and equipment for ultra low-
level radio-purity assay
• Gamma spectroscopy
• ICP-MS
• radon emanation measurement

Ê Members: eDULs and shallow depth facilities equipped
with intruments for radio-purity assay for rare events
search and environmental monitoring

Aldo Ianni, NNN1929



LSCE

IAEA-MEL
LNGS

LSC
VKTA

MPI-K

PTB

IFIN-HH

LSM

LEGOS

Boulby

Nov. 4th, 2019 30

JRC-GEEL

DULIA-bio 2019

Courtesy M. Laubenstein
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JRC-Geel HADES

Underground Lab for ultra-low
gamma spectroscopy

Depth 225m
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Anatael Cabrera (CNRS-IN2P3 @ LAL - LNCA)

LNCA laboratory (Chooz)…

1

Chooz: 2x N4 Reactors
~8.4GWthermal ⇒ ~1021ν/s

Chooz-A Experimental Hall
~300mwe overburden

~6ν day-1 ton-1 @ <1050m>

Chooz-B Experimental Hall
 ~120mwe overburden

~30ν day-1 ton-1 @ <410m>

Double Chooz Structure
(simpler) shield + veto-system

Laboratory Halls
ramp access (also car) & surface

OFF

ON

Anatael Cabrera (CNRS-IN2P3 @ LAL - LNCA)

Available experimental space
close to powerful reactor
For any query contact
Anatael Cabrera



eDULs network and collaboration

Ê DULIA: Deep Underground Laboratory Integrated Activity
• Collaboration program in the framework of EU and with 

APPEC sponsorship between LNGS, LSC, LSM, Boulby, 
CallioLab

Ê Work load sharing for radiopurity assay
• Global argon program (DarkSide): LNGS, LSC, Boulby
• SuperKamiokande with Gd: LSC, Boulby

Ê Low background technology
• Sharing expertise and equipments
• Collaboration on new developments

Ê Baltic Sea Network

Aldo Ianni, NNN1933



LNGS + LSC
Advanced Machining and ultra-pure copper

Ê E-formed copper made at LSC
• Make copper powder
• Use Advanced Machining at LNGS 
to make components for experiments
(PI: D. Orlandi)

GOAL: 
e-formed Cu 
production at LSC
100 kg/year in 2020

34

Cu U
[ppt]

Th
[ppt]

OFHC 0.2±0.01 1±0.06

E-formed < 0.05 0.040±0.002

Aldo Ianni, NNN19



Outreach activities

LNGS and LSC in collaboration have
made large and portable muon 
telescopes for outreach activities

We have developed an App for
Android and iPhone to share collected
data worldwide (Cosmic Rays Live)

New collaboration underway including
SNOlab and Kamioka

35 Aldo Ianni, NNN19
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APP for android: 
Cosmic Rays Live 



Management and operating costs for eDULs

Aldo Ianni, NNN1937

1. ~2000 users and ~2500 visitors all together 

2. ~300 Staff  
• Direction Service + Safety Service + External funding Office + Research 

Division + Technical Division + Administration Service 

3. Scientific Advisory Committees to steer scientific activities 
(LNGS, LSC, Boulby, LSM (from 2020))

4. Annual operating budget (no hosted experiments budget)
• LNGS: ~13 M€
• LSC: ~ 1.7 M€
• LSM: ~ 0.2 M€ + personnel
• Boulby: ~ 1.2 M€



Conclusions

Ê 6 large DULs and a number of shallow labs

Ê Multidisciplinarity (physics, geophysics, biology) research program

Ê Improving connections and collaborations within and outside
Europe
• DarkSide-20k is the present example

Ê Move toward reinforcing work load and sharing of facilities for next
generation large experiments

Ê outreach

Aldo Ianni, NNN1938
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Thank you for your attention
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